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The Ascension chair is a gift to the Earth and humanity form the heart of beloved Master St.

Germain. St. Germain is the ascended master of the 7th Sacred Flame: The Violet Flame of

Transmutation. The main qualities and actions of the Violet Flame are Freedom, transmutation,

transformation, diplomacy, CEREMONY and application of the science of true alchemy.

The ascension chair is a tool to assist the raising of vibration of a candidate for Ascension. It

contains the frequencies of the pure white Light of the Ascension Flame. It raises one’s

vibration gradually and gently.

The regular practice of this ritual with each ceremony is building a huge momentum. The

energies almost double in intensity and beauty each time this sacred ceremony is performed. It

affects and helps not only the people participating in the group, but creates a web of Light

touching almost the entire planet.

As you evolve your consciousness, The Ascension Flame helps your purification process in

greater measure each time and assists in the raising of your vibration every time you set up

your intention through this sacred ritual.

Each person comes forth to sit on the chair to declare their intention vocally before their

friends and before their God to express their desire and intention for Ascension. The candidate

also declares the willingness to do whatever it takes to make this happen. Ascension has been

defined by the Sacred Flame Masters as the “union of your human self with your eternal

spiritual being.”

As the candidate formulates an intention, a prayer, Master Germain floods the individual’s

force field with the level of Ascension frequency appropriate for that person in the now

moment.

THE CEREMONY

We gather chairs in a circle around a designated Ascension Chair and each person comes forth

to sit on the chair and states their intention, preferably aloud with a fully open heart, their

goals for this life and their ascension. Make the most honorable prayer your heart dictates or

inspires you to do at this moment. (Those who cannot “think” of anything in the moment will

select a card from the Lemurian messages and read it).
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Each person holds a special crystal in their hand provided by the facilitator and sits on the chair

for about three to five minutes.

When finished the candidate gives a sign of completion with the eyes (to the facilitator), the

facilitator or designated person rings the Tibetan bells once, and the group sings three “AUMs”

to assist anchoring

This energy in the physical while the person remains seated. Then the person returns to their

seat and the next person comes forth.

There is always a natural flow creates and each one takes their turn in no specific order. The

facilitator can go last.

When everyone is finished several Lemurian masters invite you to drink an elixir, which they

charge with the frequency of the “Golden Liquid Light.” Sparkling apple juice is poured into

small cups and passed to the group.

A short invocation is made to ask that the liquid each person holds in his or her right hand be

infused with the frequency of the Golden Liquid Light. There is a pause to allow the masters to

transform the liquid at the frequency that is most appropriate for each person. When given the

signal, each person slowly drinks the liquid that has now become a sacred alchemical elixir,

expressing their deep gratitude for the gift and rich blessings that are bestowed upon them.

When we come together in-group, in community and reinforce our intentions, it becomes more

powerful in all our lives. This sacred ritual is a blessed way for like-spirited people to spend time

together. This is a simple and pleasant tool to raise your consciousness. And so be it, beloved

children of the heart. Be in peace and in love with yourself.

End of Ceremony

NOTE: The room will be cleared and cleansed, lit with candles, low music, beset with fresh

flowers, and the chair prepared.
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